






FANTASIE  "R"  This  German
system, made by Gebr. Fleischmann in
the 1930s,  was noted in 15/413, with
details  of  the UK patent  in  18/521  &
21/618.  The  "R"  probably  stands  for
Röhren  [Tubes],  the  system's  basic
structural  parts.  They  are  joined  by
pairs of semi-circular rubber Connecting
Strips which push into their ends. Now
more details have come to light, mainly
thanks to Urs Flammer for details of the
FANTASIE manual, and to Wilbert Swinkels for
a reference to his web page, wiswin.nl/News%
202015%202%20 Viertel.html, & permission to
reproduce  photos  from  it.  The  web  page
shows the ad which announced FANTASIE 'R'

The system was launched in March 1932 & it is
not in Fleischmann's 1936 catalogue. It's said that
the name was changed to ROHR-BAU or ROBA
(from  Röhren  Baukasten?)  at  some  stage  –
perhaps  there  was  confusion  with
PHANTASIE,  Fleischmann's  other  metal
system of the time. However no mention of
either  alternative  name  has  appeared  as
yet  in sets, manuals, ads, dates, etc. But
bear  in  mind that  the manual  described
later  is  the  only  known  evidence  for
FANTASIE, & it was the only item seen on
Ebay in the last 25 years.

The LAUNCH AD  It  listed a basic
Set  1  with  114  parts  for  109  models,
and add-on sets 1Z, 2, & 2Z. 1Z had 98
structural parts, No.2 was a Wheel set
with 84 parts, & 2Z a Gear set with
165  parts  including  a  Worm.  Each
set cost 50 Pfg & a 25 Pfg manual
had  65  pages  with  168  models.
TRIX Units also cost 50 Pfg at the
time.

5 models were shown in the
launch  ad,  a  simple  Sledge
(Fig.2),  &  an  Eccentric  Press
(Fig.12),  both  of  which  are
Set 1 models in the manual;
a  Reversing  Mechanism
(Fig.6)  which  needs  Sets
1,1Z,&2Z; and two large,
complicated  models,  in-
cluding  Fig.3,  neither
of  which  are  in  the
manual. Without know-
ing  the  names  of  the
larger models it  is  not
perhaps too clear what they actually do, but the 5 models shown
seem to indicate that FANTASIE 'R'  was projected as a serious
system and that a wide range of realistic models was possible.

The MANUAL  Fig.1 shows the front cover, probably about A5
size; the other covers are blank except for the printer's 'RK' logo
on C4. Inside, 64 pages printed in black on paper now yellowed
with age. All  the text is in German, English, French,  Italian,  &
Spanish. p1 is the title page: 'Book 1 for Sets 1; 1Z; 2; 2Z'. 

pp2-6 have Intros listing the sets & their scope. pp7-9: Intros
to Groups A-G of Basic Constructions. p10-15 have Constructions
A1-4, joining Tubes in a straight line; B5-29, joining Tubes at an
angle; C30-43,  creating bearings;  D44-46,  crankshafts;  E47-53,

wheels  &  gears;  F54-70,  various
including the Worm (#29 in Fig.9), uses
of the Spiral (#28 in Fig.9), a universal
joint,  see F68  in  Fig.5,  &  uses  of  the
wire in the Strip, see F54,55,66 in Fig.5;
G71-75, attaching sheet cardboard (G73
in Fig.5 is one way).

pp16-58  show  168  models,  with  a
shaded line drawing of each. 1-109 on
pp16-36 can be made with Set 1, from
Schraubenzwinge,  Screw  clamp,  to

Elektrokarren,  Trolley  car.  Models  110-168
on  pp37-58  need  the  set(s)  specified  for
them, from Vielflächner, Polyhedron (1x Set
1Z)  to  Verladeanlage  mit  oben  laufendem
Drehkran,  Loading  plant  with  rotary  crane

above (9,25,6x 1,1Z,2).
pp59-60 have the Illustrated Parts; pp61-

64  a  parts  list  for  each  model  (there  are
some obvious inaccuracies).

The PARTS, from the manual ill-
ustrations in Figs.4 & 9. No indicat-
ion of their size is given and neither

are they named. This should be borne
in mind in the following notes because
it sometimes makes it hard to be sure
of  their purpose(s).  The Basic Constr-
uctions mentioned are all in Fig.5.

Parts  #1-4 are rolled Tubes which
are joined in-line by pushing one inside
the other,  or  by a short  sleeve over
the  ones  to  be  joined.  #5-8,  the
semi-circular Straight Rubber Strips.
They have a wire core which allows
them to stay in shape when curved
or  bent.  A  pair,  giving  a  circular
section part, will be called a Rod.
#9-11, Formed Rubber Strips or
Rods.  #12-13,  Sleeves.  One
might grip a Rod, and thus for
example,  form  an  end  to  it.
The other Sleeve might slide
on a Rod, and could form a
bearing.  The 2 types might

be  used  in  C35.  #14,  a
Spring Coil  which can

be used to  grip  the
end of the Strips in
a  Rod,  or  over  a

short Tube used to join
two  Rods  (A3).  #15,  a

Bearing, as in D46, or C43. #16,
use  not  positively  identified  but  per-

haps a thick, flexible rubber band which is used to connect
2 parts  together.  Examples are F66 & the attachment of
bearings for  the winding handle & jib in Fig.8.  #17-19,
Pulleys. #20-21, Rims for larger pulleys. E49,50. #22-26,
Gear Rings to fit over #17-21. E51. Though drawn differ-
ently #22's teeth look the same as the others in other ill-
ustrations, see Fig.6. The Gears can mesh together at any
angle. #27, Short Spiral, perhaps uses as an axle stop, as
in F60.  #28, Long Spiral, used for example as cord guide
on a crank handle made from a Rod, F60. See also F61, the
Rods' rubber is stripped off and the wire cores formed to
engage the Spiral, as in F54,55,66. #29, Worm Gear which
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meshes with the Gears (Fig.10).
SET 1  Its inventory, from the parts listed as needed by the

models, is: 8,8,8x #1,2,3; 6,5,8x #4,5,6; 4,24,6x #7,9,11; 6,6,6x
12,13,14; 4,4,4x 15,16,18. 

The MODELS  Most of those for Set 1 are quite small, starting
with  simple frameworks  for  domestic  items  etc,  and  then

slightly larger models including Scooters, Carts
etc  on  up  to  4  Wheels,  plus
models with pulley drives such
as a Windmill. Among the
few larger models, the
most  complex  is  the
Eccentric  Press  in
Fig.12,  one  of  the

five models shown
in the launch Ad.

The later models start
with some complicated

geometric  frameworks,  followed  by  a  good  variety  of
rather larger models such as the the Crane left. Larger
and more complex models then start to appear, includ-
ing  machine  tools,  agricultural  machinery,  and  the
Motorcycle & Sidecar in Fig.13.

Finally  9  'supermodels',  4  of  which  are  shown  in
Figs.7,11,14,15. The others are a 4-4-2 Loco, a 6-Wheel
Tender for it, a Big Wheel, & a Hammerhead Crane.

Generally  the  models  look  quite  attractive  but  only
one small  aircraft is included & only one modern road
vehicle, a small, very simple Lorry. And apart from dem-

onstrating them, few of the models use the Gears,
and only basic mechanical drives are used. Some of
the Carts etc have centre-pivot steering, and from
its  front  wheels  the  Tractor  looks  as  if  it  has
steering but I can't see how it is achieved. Some of
the  models  use  cardboard  to  improve  their
appearance & in a few cases to allow a mechanical
movement. For example if  the Crane in Fig.8 can
slew it is thanks to the its cardboard parts.

The  presentation  of  the  models  is  satisfactory
for the small and many of the medium size models
but much is often left to the builder to decide in the
larger ones. The size of the model illustrations here
compared  with  those  in  the  (assumed)  A5  size
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manual are given by Fig.15.
FANTASIE  seems  to  have

been reasonably  priced but  its
short life suggests that either it
was  too  difficult  to  use  the
parts, or  that for some reason
the rubber Strips didn't live up
to  expectations.  It  would  be
interesting to have some parts
to play with but suspect that
building one small  to  med-

ium size model would not inspire undertaking more complex
ones, let alone designing new ones. And in any case it's
most  likely  that  after  80  years  the  rubber  would  have
deteriorated.

 The  German  PATENT  No.592725,  dated  12  Aug.
1931.  It  covers  the same ground as the UK patent (see
21/6180)  and  though  redrawn,  the  figures  are  similar
except that the Strips in Fig.1 are shown curved as well as
straight.  And this patent is  in the company name:  Gebr.
Fleischmann, Metallwarenfabrik, Nürnberg. 
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SIZE of ILLUSTRATIONS
The  Thresher  (Fig.11),
the  Press  (Fig.12),  the
Tractor  (Fig.14),  &  the
Crane (Fig.15) are about
100% full-size; the Crane
(Fig.8)  is  90%;  and  the
Diesel  (Fig.7)  &  Motor-
cycle (Fig.13) are 75%.

Fig.13
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